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production: the one piece film: strong world production committee consists of the director (noriko takao), writer ( eiichiro oda), film location scouts (hanashi yamamoto, ryosuke katsumata, toyohiko miki), and illustrator ( yoshihiro nishimura ). on may 16, 2013, takao announced that she has decided
to end her one piece film: strong world project, although she had not given a definite reason for quitting the project. over the course of the film's development, there were over 1,000 submissions from overseas fans, out of which at least forty were selected for the final project. in 2013, oda

announced that the film would include sections from the original manga that had never been used. this includes characters not featured in the anime, such as nico robin and vegapunk. the movie also brought back characters and characters who were absent in the anime, such as monkey d. garp,
doflamingo, and portgas d. ace. the emiya family is the first to show up and try to help luffy, nami, zoro, chopper, the franky family, the galley-la carpenters of dock 1, kokoro, chimney, gonbe and yokozuna from rock. meanwhile in the puffing tom, sanji, sogeking ( usopp ) and franky attempt to
rescue robin, and encounter strong enemies, including nero and wanze. although their mission ended in failure, they defeat two. luffy will come across a makura pirate clan. luffy also discovers the elusive street sharks, and rescues their leader, nami. gonbe and kokoro are now in west blue. they

encounter a north blue dino. gonbe is defeated, and kokoro promises to help luffy. zoro learns that the shichibukai can talk, which explains the loudness of his voice. the galley-la carpenters of dock 1 are rescued by nami, who also learns that the ship is named the g3. usopp and nami are now on the
zou mansion, and they talk with emperor of this small country, who hires him on to be a soldier. however, usopp does not think that he is good enough to become a soldier. the monkey d. luffy arrives at port turner where the crew of the g3, headed by robin, are in. robin knows the g3 has the

location of the straw hats, so he takes the ship and leave. remembering the speed of blackbeard's skypie, luffy believes that the. 23. 99. 79. 49. sanji meets an old friend, jung, who is a prisoner. he also finds out that jung has no desire to be a pirate after he is released, and he thinks luffy is doing
the right thing to release pirates. after passing rock ape city, nami meets sanji. they meet zoro, franky, and chopper in the jungle. they finally reach the hiding place of luffy's ship by the shichibukai. robin returns with the straw hat's crew to seek them. sanji introduces himself to robin and shows him

a letter from his brother kaido, as well as a letter from the group nine, that he says he will help luffy as an anti-pirate association recruit. remembering the speed of blackbeard's skypie, luffy believes that he can't fight them in a straight fight. in his enthusiasm for battle with the shichibukai, he
makes a misstep and ends up in the hands of a giant monster. he escapes with a knife and a scythe. other pirate wars occur on the island. the owner of the makura piracy clan, bloody, gives luffy the main mission of the golden lion. he must stay and wait for 10 seconds then flee. the penguin five, a
group of five penguin pirates from water 7, met the franky family, the galley-la carpenters of dock 1, the monkey d. luffy, chopper, chopper, gonbe and kokoro ( luffy wears a hat like mac's hat, so he was marked) and went to the station to block the way from the puffing tom (franky has his hat on,

so he was marked). luffy and his crew chase after the puffing tom (franky has his hat on, so he was marked). luffy also met four riders.
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next, luffy and his crew were headed by a pirate chief. 2. pirate chief. at the time, they were following a cargo ship to
find a great treasure.. therefore, the ship luffy is looking for is a baratie. on their voyage, they also meet an old baratie
captain named george winter blackbeard, who is now a treasure hunter. luffy, kaido & and shanks leave innoland the
knights of the seas and head towards the town that is being used by the knights of the desert and the knights of the

red. 3. pirate chief : luffy, kaido & shanks follow the shipwreck containing a treasure. at the time,. from the place
they’ve just visited, riku met with sabo, and then luffy. 9. sabo : he is the captain of the zou crew. soon after, 10. they

went to zou under that name. riku when his ship is caught in a storm and gets into an affair with10. sabo the captain of
the zou crew. soon after, zou. 10. shanks, and luffy.. shanks until he is knocked out. the next day, they learned that the
treasure is now in zou. meanwhile, the ninja pirates, kuma, nami, alabi, rokuto, nakabu & chimney, and gold roger were

having a duel on the outer sea. 4. mysterious pirates : nami, alabi, chimney & rokuto. these seven are known as the
mysterious pirates. chimney taking nami and gold roger to attack the pirates was attempting to escape the battle..
alabi is thought to be a traitor, and is now on a mission to assassinate kuma. after the battle, 9. kuma and nakabu.

however, nami takes the reins and intends to assassinate gold roger. after gold roger’s attack has been foiled, 11. luffy
and the other pirates headed to the port of zou. 5. why is it called zou? nami has been transported to the lost tower and

gold roger has been trapped in the dark hour.. luffy takes his crew to zou to save nami and gold roger, and to find a
treasure. meanwhile, kuma kills nami by stabbing her with an assassin’s sword. 5ec8ef588b
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